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Mike’s Moments: 
 
Before we jump into this new series, I want to point out two things about translations.  

• First, I want you to notice we are studying this in the English Standard Version and 
memorizing scripture in the New International Version. Different translations have their 
inherent strengths and weaknesses. For example, a more literal translation will be more 
accurate linguistically but can be less accurate in communicating the intended idea. 
Pretend I write down that it’s raining cats and dogs outside. A thousand years down the 
road someone finds these words and literally translates the words. It would be more 
accurate than the person who translated the idea, “It’s raining hard” but possibly leave 
the reader way more confused if they don’t understand the metaphors of the day. The 
more literally accurate the version of the Bible, the more you need to know historical 
context as a reader.  

• Second, I want to combat the natural human inclination to deify the tools and gifts of 
God and forget to use them as simply tools to know God better.  

 
As you know I start working on my sermons about a year in advance. This process will begin in 
July, and I need your help! I love you all. Seriously, I really want the sermons to align God’s 
heart with yours. Here is how you can help me. In this next series grab the next steps cards in 
the back of the chairs in front of you. 
Please take the time to share your heart.  
I am not looking for an evaluation of the service but a picture into your heart.  
Write out your prayer requests.  
Share what God is doing in your heart.  
What are your questions? 
As I share with you, please give me a picture of what God is doing in you, a picture of what is in 
your heart.  
 
With this in mind let’s jump into the sermon: 
 
Opening Illustration: 
Near the end of college, I went through a season where my mind was restless. Looking back, I 
think I was struggling with anxiety. I had moments where I doubted my faith. I struggled with 
the political preferences of my upbringing. I doubted my calling into ministry. I doubted my 
future. I was afraid I made bad decisions with my education. I felt like the God I had doubts 
about wasn’t loving, at least towards me. I felt like I would never be able to make him happy 
and maybe he was punishing me. To add to the mountain of self-doubt, a few years prior to this 
season I had someone prophesy that I would do big things in ministry. The weight of feeling like 
I was failing at this just added even more shame.    
Doubts, shame, anxiety and obsessing over these things… 



Ugh…it was a tough season.  
I had a restless mind.  
It’s amazing how you can obsess over things when you are in moments like this.  
 
I needed a mental, emotional, and spiritual life raft, even a weapon to use against the warfare 
that was taking place in my heart and mind. I started memorizing scripture.  
 
Today we begin a new series called, Into Your Heart. We want to take the ways, nature and 
heart of God and infuse it into you.  
 
We have two objectives in this series:  
 
The first objective of scripture memory is to allow God’s heart to shape yours, not your heart 
shape God’s word. Context matters. Many people memorize scripture out of context. They are 
placing the desires of their heart into sections of scripture taken out of context.   
 
The second objective of scripture memory is to build a spiritual offensive and defensive arsenal 
when the enemy comes at you through temptation, doubt, anxiety, depression, and fear. We 
want you to become spiritually centered by centering you on the word and heart of God.  
 
To the Text: 
Philippians 4:4b-8 ESV (Memorize 6-7) 
4bThe Lord is at hand; 6 do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and 
supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God. 7 And the peace of 
God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.  
8 Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, 
whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence, if there is anything 
worthy of praise, think about these things.1 
 

• It’s AD 62. Paul yet again is in prison (1:13). He is aware that things aren’t going so well 
and there is the very real possibility of death (1:20). The church in Philippi was 
struggling. The church in Philippi was facing heavy political scorn and knew deeply the 
weight of life values that ran countercultural and the relentless persecution because of 
it. The church was significant to Paul, since it was the first church he founded in Europe 
(Acts 16:6–40).2 Philippi was known for being very patriotic and early Christians felt the 
temptation to give into political pressure and adjust Christianity to fit Rome rather than 
encourage Rome to become Christian.  

o Romans wanted to sleep with whoever they wanted.  
o Romans loved having power over others.  
o Romans viewed the needy in culture as a social weakness.  

 
1 The Holy Bible: English Standard Version (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Bibles, 2016), Php 4:4–8. 
2 Crossway Bibles, The ESV Study Bible (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Bibles, 2008), 2275. 

https://ref.ly/logosres/esv?ref=BibleESV.Php4.4&off=0&ctx=+the+book+of+life.+%0a~4%C2%A0p%EF%BB%BFRejoice+in+the+L
https://ref.ly/logosres/esvsb?ref=BibleESV.Php&off=1421&ctx=ion%2c+and+Background%0a~The+church+at+Philip


o Romans were racist and often physically abused anyone who wasn’t like them. 
They would pick fights and use retaliation as justification to absolutely decimate 
those they didn’t like.  

o Illustration: Look at these two pictures. One has the Christian Flag above the 
American flag the other has the American flag above the Christian flag. This 
represents the greatest tension Christianity has faced. What do we worship first? 
The kingdoms and values of men or the Kingdom of God? Almost all your 
persecution, feeling of displacement and desire to just give in will come from 
this. You can replace the American flag with any flag. A political party, a sports 
team, the pride flag (LGBT), anything.  
 

• The Christians living in this were afraid, anxious and constantly tempted to let go of 
Christian values and give into Roman culture. It would be so much easier to become 
nominal.  

 

• True Christians have always known the love/hate whiplash of politics. All through history 
Christians have found themselves loved at one moment by a political party and 
vehemently hated as soon as it's clear their prime love isn't manmade societies but the 
Kingdom of God. 
 

• Paul answers this tension from a prison while facing very possible execution. He doesn’t 
say stop caring. He teaches what to do with the anxious energy.  
 

o What do you do with… 
▪ I don’t fit in culture anymore.  
▪ I doubt whether God still sees me.  
▪ I doubt if I am making a difference.  
▪ Maybe if I just let go of Christian virtues this would all be easier.  
▪ I am worried about my health, future, and people I love.  

 

• The opposite of anxiety isn’t indifference. It’s redirecting that energy. God knows you 
can’t just “turn it off,” so He teaches to first aim our restless energy. Worry is an 
unhealthy form of meditation. Eugene Peterson uses the analogy of a dog gnawing on a 
bone to describe meditating.3 Meditating on God is the practice of rightly aimed energy.   
 

• Very few people can simply control their emotions. Let’s be honest; It’s really hard to 
control your feelings, most people can’t just turn off anxiety or worry. You need a 
spiritual lightning rod that can take all of it. 

o We need a place to aim our… 
▪ I don’t fit in culture anymore.  
▪ I doubt whether God still sees me.  
▪ I doubt if I am making a difference.  

 
3 Eugene Peterson, Gnawing on a Bone, https://christianity201.wordpress.com/2014/10/21/chewing-on-the-word/ 



▪ Maybe if I just let go of Christian virtues this would all be easier.  
▪ I am worried about my health, future and people I love.  

 

• If you want to memorize even more add verse 8.  
 
Final Thoughts: 
I know what it feels like to have a restless mind. About 21 years old I remember driving down 
the road obsessing over all my doubts, fears, confusion, and future. I remember thinking I need 
something to calm my mind. After sitting with a counselor, she gave me a lightning rod. She 
gave me a handful of verses, this being one. Every time my mind was headed into dark places I 
started walking this road.  
Let me be honest. I felt like it wasn’t working… for months. I remember thinking my counselor 
was wrong. My 6 months of application wasn’t working. She reminded me she had 40 years of 
practice. Keep aiming at Christ.  
Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and supplication with 
thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God. 7 And the peace of God, which surpasses 
all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. 

• We need a place to aim our… 
o I don’t fit in culture anymore becomes: I pray for the strength to honor you in 

culture.  
o I doubt whether God still sees me becomes: I trust not in what I see but your 

promises. I remember thinking, all I have is “trust in the Lord.”   
o I doubt if I am making a difference becomes: God help me to simply be faithful 

and trust you with fruitfulness.  
o Maybe if I just let go of Christian virtues this would all be easier becomes: my 

best days are in heaven. Limitless money, sex and power is nothing compared to 
being in the presence of the Creator of all appetites and their satisfaction. My 
hope is in heaven.  

o I am worried about my health, future, and people I love becomes: You love the 
people I love even more than I do. I trust your love is clearer and truer than 
mine.  

 
Spiritual practice: breath prayer. As you breathe in say to yourself, “God of peace,” and as you 
breathe out say to yourself, “help me rest in you.” Do this a few times as we sit in silence 
together. 
 


